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ABSTRACT

Protein nucleic acid interactions play a critical role in all steps of the gene expression pathway. Nucleic acid (NA) binding proteins interact with their partners, DNA or RNA, via distinct regions on their surface that are characterized by an ensemble of chemical, physical and geometrical properties. In this study, we introduce a novel methodology based on differential geometry, commonly used in face recognition, to characterize and predict NA binding surfaces on proteins. Applying the method on experimentally solved three-dimensional structures of proteins we successfully classify double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) from single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) binding proteins, with 83% accuracy. We show that the method is insensitive to conformational changes that occur upon binding and can be applicable for de novo protein-function prediction. Remarkably, when concentrating on the zinc finger motif, we distinguish successfully between RNA and DNA binding interfaces possessing the same binding motif even within the same protein, as demonstrated for the RNA polymerase transcription-factor, TFIIIA. In conclusion, we present a novel methodology to characterize protein surfaces, which can accurately tell apart dsDNA from an ssRNA binding interfaces. The strength of our method in recognizing fine-tuned differences on NA binding interfaces make it applicable for many other molecular recognition problems, with potential implications for drug design.

INTRODUCTION

The DNA and its RNA messenger encapsulate the essence of life. However, the information encoded in the nucleic acid (NA) molecules cannot be read without the proteins that regulate their expression, namely, DNA and RNA binding proteins. DNA binding proteins play key roles in many biological processes, ranging from DNA packaging, replication, to gene expression control. RNA binding proteins interact with various RNAs at different stages of the gene expression pathway from transcription to translation, as reviewed in ref. (1). Recently, high-throughput methods have shown that the majority of the genome is transcribed, suggesting many new roles for nucleic acid binding proteins (2). Identifying DNA and RNA binding proteins is thus a very important and challenging task. In the last decade many computational methods have been developed for predicting DNA and RNA binding proteins. Several of these methods use sequence features alone as input for the prediction [e.g. (3–5)], while others require knowledge from the three-dimensional (3D) structure (3,6–16). In addition numerous structure- and sequence-based methods were developed for predicting the specific DNA and RNA binding sites (17–27). In general most methods for predicting NA function and NA binding residues based on structure rely on electrostatics and evolutionary conservation. While a number of studies have concentrated on predicting NA binding function (28–30), in the majority of cases the methods cannot tell apart DNA from RNA binding proteins, without relying on homology to a known DNA or RNA binding proteins.

DNA and RNA binding proteins are expected to differ in their structural properties, consistent with the different properties of their natural ligand; DNA usually adopt a classical B-form double-helix while RNA adopts A-form helices frequently interrupted by internal loops and bulges (31). In spite of the clear structural differences between double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and single-stranded RNA (ssRNA), no apparent differences have been observed between dsDNA and ssRNA binding proteins at their secondary structure level (32,33). Nevertheless, these studies have pointed out distinct features of the
NA-protein complexes, including poor packing of the ssRNA–protein complexes and different interaction preferences (32,33). Several recent studies have focused on the structural properties of DNA and RNA binding interfaces (34–36). These studies strongly hint to the role of the geometry and shape of the binding interface for specific recognition of their unique partner (DNA versus RNA); however, they do not discriminate DNA from RNA binding interfaces. Here, we introduce a novel method to uniquely characterize NA binding interfaces based on a differential geometry approach, commonly used in object recognition applications, such as 3D face recognition (37). A distinct differential geometry approach was used previously to dock small ligands to proteins (38). The latter method relies on the existing molecular surface complementarity between a putative ligand and its receptor protein. Here, by exploiting differential geometry, we uniquely describe the molecular surface as a distribution of local surface shapes. The great advantage of the current method is that it can describe any molecular surface shape, regardless of the ligand information, and it is not limited to protein-ligand interactions which follow the ‘lock and key’ paradigm. Overall, using differential geometry attributes (39,40), we were able, for the first time, to successfully distinguish between DNA and RNA binding interfaces. Furthermore, by combining geometric features with electrostatic properties (16), we show that we can uniquely classify dsDNA versus ssRNA binding proteins with 83% accuracy. As we demonstrate for the well-characterized NA binding motif, C2H2 zinc finger, our method does not depend on the binding motif and can successfully distinguish between DNA binding zinc-finger domains and those which bind RNA, even within the same protein. We exemplify this for the RNA polymerase transcription factor III (TFIIF) which binds both the promoter of the 5S ribosomal gene and the 5S polymerase transcription factor III (TFIIIA) which binds within the same protein. We exemplify this for the RNA zinc-finger domains and those which bind RNA, even

can successfully distinguish between DNA binding interfaces. Here, we introduce a novel method to uniquely characterize NA binding interfaces based on a differential geometry approach, commonly used in object recognition applications, such as 3D face recognition (37). A distinct differential geometry approach was used previously to dock small ligands to proteins (38). The latter method relies on the existing molecular surface complementarity between a putative ligand and its receptor protein. Here, by exploiting differential geometry, we uniquely describe the molecular surface as a distribution of local surface shapes. The great advantage of the current method is that it can describe any molecular surface shape, regardless of the ligand information, and it is not limited to protein-ligand interactions which follow the ‘lock and key’ paradigm. Overall, using differential geometry attributes (39,40), we were able, for the first time, to successfully distinguish between DNA and RNA binding interfaces. Furthermore, by combining geometric features with electrostatic properties (16), we show that we can uniquely classify dsDNA versus ssRNA binding proteins with 83% accuracy. As we demonstrate for the well-characterized NA binding motif, C2H2 zinc finger, our method does not depend on the binding motif and can successfully distinguish between DNA binding zinc-finger domains and those which bind RNA, even within the same protein. We exemplify this for the RNA polymerase transcription factor III (TFIIF) which binds both the promoter of the 5S ribosomal gene and the 5S rRNA via separate zinc-finger domains (41). Finally, we show that the method is not sensitive to conformational changes that occur upon NA binding and can correctly predict NA binding properties of proteins in their apo

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data construction**

A total of 510 protein–DNA and 190 protein–RNA structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) that contained single-chain protein and single-chain DNA/RNA were extracted, including X-ray structures (<3 Å) and structures solved by NMR. Complexes in which the protein was <30 amino acid and the DNA/RNA sequence was <11 nt were removed. The PISCES program http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/PISCES.php was used for extracting a clean protein data set with <30% sequence identity. All structures that contained ssDNA or dsRNA were removed.

The final data set ‘NAbind-130’ consisted of 130 protein–NA complexes (87 protein–DNA complexes and 43 protein–RNA complexes). From this data set, a second data set ‘NAbind-77nr,’ consisting of one representative of each SCOP family, was derived. The ‘NAbind-77nr’ data set consisted of 77 protein–NA complexes (52 protein–DNA complexes and 25 protein–RNA complexes). The subset of unbound proteins structures was obtained from PDB selecting unbound structures with at least 90% sequence identity at the protein level to the proteins in the original ‘NAbind-130’ data set. In addition, eight pairs of apo and holo structures of RNA binding proteins were added from a recent study (42). Overall the data included 32 pairs of proteins for which we had structures available in both holo and apo forms (for details, see Supplementary Data S1).

Interface residues were calculated using the Intervor web server (43) excluding water molecules. The PatchFinder algorithm (44) was applied to extract all continuous positive patches on the protein surface with a cutoff of 2 kT/e. The patches were sorted based on the number of grid points included within the patch, and the largest patch was selected as described in ref. (6). Root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the bound and unbound proteins was calculated using the jCE algorithm, a pre-calculated protein structure alignment tool (45).

Calculating the geometric parameters of the surface using differential geometry

**Extracting surface points.** Surface points of each protein were computed using the DMS software http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/Resources/index.html. The DMS program applies the Richards model (46) for obtaining surface accessibility by rolling a ball of radius r along the van der Waals surface of molecule. The surface points are used as an input to the tcocone software (47), which reconstructs the surface based on the Delaunay triangulation algorithm.

**Defining the curvature of a surface point.** Geometric surface properties were extracted for each protein chain in the database (after removal of the NA chain) using the IRIT modeling package, http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~irit/. IRIT is a geometric modeling environment that allows one to model basic primitives and perform Boolean operations as well as support freeform surface-based models (39,40). Here, IRIT was employed to extract the curvatures of each surface point defined by DMS. The principal curvatures are denoted as \( k_1, k_2 \) and are defined as the maximum and minimum values of the curvatures of all normal planes of the given surface point, respectively [for details, see ref. (38)].

The **Gaussian curvature** \( K = k_1k_2 \). Gaussian curvature is positive for convex and concave parts of the surface, negative at saddle shape parts, and zero for planes, cones and cylinders (developable surfaces).

The **Mean curvature** \( H = (k_1 + k_2)/2 \). Mean curvature is related to the first variation of surface area. In particular, a minimal surface, such as a soap film, has a zero mean curvature and a soap bubble has a constant mean curvature.

While curvature analysis typically requires \( C^2 \) continuous surfaces (surfaces with well-defined second-order
derivatives), herein we deal with polygonal meshes that are only $C^0$ continuous. Nonetheless, many techniques have been developed in recent years to approximate curvature properties for piecewise linear polygonal meshes; for instance (40), is one short survey on this topic. In this work, the estimation is based on a second-order (quadratic) fit to a small neighborhood of the polygonal mesh centered around a location point $p$.

Calculating the distribution of local shapes. Based on the signs of Gaussian and mean curvatures, every vertex in the triangles’ mesh constructed by the Delaunay triangulations algorithm is classified to one of eight fundamental surface types: Peak, Pit, Ridge, Valley, Flat, Minimal Surface, Saddle Ridge and Saddle Valley (see Supplementary Table S1). The influence of every vertex is then normalized by the effective area of its surrounding triangle. After cataloging each vertex and having its supporting influence, the distribution of the points belonging to the different local geometric shapes are calculated and described as a vector $V = \{p_i, i = 1 \ldots 9\}; \Sigma p_i = 1$, where $p_i$ is the probability of interface points belonging to one of the local shapes: 1 = Peak, 2 = Pit, 3 = Ridge, 4 = Valley, 5 = Flat, 6 = Minimal Surface, 7 = Saddle Ridge, 8 = Saddle Valley, 9 = others.

Statistical analysis

Clustering. Data clustering was performed using the MeV software (48), applying hierarchical clustering with average linkage.

Decision Tree. The package rpart from the GNU R software http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rpart/index.html was applied to build decision trees based on the CART recursive partitioning algorithm.

Support Vector Machine. Support vector machine (SVM) experiments were carried out with Gist program version 2.1.1 (http://microarray.cpmc.columbia.edu/gist/). Input data were normalized by rescaling the columns to values between −1 and 1. A linear kernel was applied for all SVM classifiers. General tests were conducted by using the ‘leave one out’ cross-validation procedure. To evaluate SVM performance, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, describing the relationship between the false positive rate (FPR) and the true positive rate (TPR), was plotted. The area under ROC curve (AUC) ranged between 0 and 1, and can be interpreted as the probability that when we randomly pick one positive and one negative example, the classifier will assign a higher score to the positive example than to the negative example. The AUCs were reported for each SVM test. Feature selection was performed by starting with the four geometric features (Peak, Pit, Ridge and Valley) and iteratively adding features from the electrostatic and protein features, described in ref. (16). The AUC was calculated successively for each of the testing iterations. In the event that the feature increased the AUC, it was added to the feature set. Iterations were repeated consequently until the SVM converged. The procedure was repeated 100 times, each time with a different seed, and the best results were chosen.

Accuracy and Matthews’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC) were calculated using the following formulas:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{TP} + \text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{TN} + \text{FP} + \text{FN}} \times 100\%,
\]

\[
\text{MCC} = \frac{\text{TP} \times \text{TN} - \text{FP} \times \text{FN}}{\sqrt{(\text{TP} + \text{FN})(\text{TP} + \text{FP})(\text{TN} + \text{FN})(\text{TN} + \text{FP})}}.
\]

Availability. A standalone package for predicting dsDNA versus ssRNA interfaces using differential geometry (suitable for linux OS) is available for download.

RESULTS

Characterizing molecular interfaces using differential geometry

In an attempt to uniquely characterize NA binding surfaces, distinguishing the dsDNA from ssRNA binding interfaces, we represent each protein interface (Supplementary Data S1) using a novel differential geometry model, we define the ‘DG model’ (described in Figure 1 and detailed in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Briefly, for any given protein we compute the molecule surface based on the well-established Richards algorithm (46). We then reconstruct the surface based on the Delaunay triangulations algorithm using the tcone software (47). Further, we define the curvature of each surface point (which is represented as the vertices of the Delaunay triangles). In principle, the curvature of a surface point is defined by the degree that a geometric object deviates from being planar (or straight, in the case of a curve) and is closely related to the second-order derivatives of the shape. Two principal curvatures, $k_1$ and $k_2$, fully characterize the second order (bending) behavior of the surface at a certain point and define the Gaussian and mean curvatures, $K$ and $H$, respectively. The signs of $K$ and $H$ are used to classify the surface points into one of eight fundamental shapes (Supplementary Table S1). Finally, the distribution of the surface points to the local shape is represented by a vector, which characterizes each protein interface (Figure 1).

Distinguishing NA binding interfaces using geometric features

To explore the potential of the DG model to typify the different biological interfaces, we clustered the vectors using hierarchical clustering. As shown in Figure 2, when classifying the interfaces from the non-redundant ‘NAbind-77nr’ set considering only the four best separating descriptors (Peak, Pit, Ridge and Valley), we observed two distinct clusters. The first cluster was characterized by a high frequency of interface points associated with the valley shape and was comprised mainly of the dsDNA binding interface, and thus was defined the ‘DNA-pattern’. The second cluster was characterized by a relatively high fraction of ridge points and included mainly the ssRNA binding interface, and
thus was defined the ‘RNA-pattern’. Overall, based on the hierarchical clustering, 41 out of 52 known dsDNA binding proteins in the ‘NAbind-77nr’ set (79%) were associated with a characteristic ‘DNA-pattern’ while 19 out of 25 known ssRNA binding proteins (76%) were associated with the ‘RNA-pattern’, with an overall MCC of 0.53 (Supplementary Table S2). A similar trend, though less profound, was achieved when clustering the redundant set ‘NAbind-130’ using the four best descriptors (see Supplementary Figure S1). Here, 30/43 ssRNA binding interfaces were associated with the ‘RNA pattern’ and 56/87 dsDNA-binding interfaces were characterized by the ‘DNA pattern’, with an overall MCC of 0.32 (Supplementary Table S2).

In an attempt to pinpoint the geometric features separating the dsDNA binding interface from the ssRNA binding interface, we employed a Decision Tree algorithm (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Using geometric features, the Decision Tree successfully classified the dsDNA versus ssRNA binding interfaces with a MCC of 0.57 and 0.6 for the ‘NAbind-130’ and ‘NAbind-77nr’, respectively (Figure 3). Overall, the prediction accuracy for the dsDNA binding interfaces using the Decision Tree approach was 74% (64/87), which is slightly better than the accuracy achieved using hierarchical clustering. Interestingly, for RNA binding prediction, the Decision Tree achieved significantly higher results with accuracy of 86% (37/43) compared to 70% obtained using hierarchical clustering. As demonstrated in Figure 3, consistent with the hierarchical clustering results, in the Decision Tree the predictor variable ‘valley’ was selected for the first split, resulting in the purest child nodes.

Can geometric features uniquely predict NA binding proteins?

As aforementioned, using the DG model we were able to successfully differentiate between dsDNA and ssRNA binding interfaces. Obviously, the real challenge is to be able to tell whether a given protein will bind dsDNA or ssRNA with no prior knowledge of the binding interface. In previous studies (6,16,44), we showed that the largest electrostatic positive patch is a good predictor for the real interface. Based on the performance of the DG model to distinguish dsDNA from ssRNA interfaces, we were intrigued to examine whether the geometric approach could distinguish between dsDNA and ssRNA binding proteins, when the information of the real binding interface was not considered. To this end, we analyzed the distribution of the local geometric shapes in the largest electrostatic positive patches extracted from the 3D structures of the proteins (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Remarkably, the geometric features of the largest electrostatic patches extracted from the dsDNA and the ssRNA binding proteins generated two distinct clusters (Supplementary Figure S2). Consequently, applying a Decision Tree which was trained on the features extracted from real binding interfaces and tested on the features extracted from the electrostatic patches of the proteins, applying hold-one-out cross-validation, achieved an overall 79% accuracy with an MCC of 0.49 for both the ‘NAbind-130’ and ‘NAbind-77nr’ sets. Interestingly, the prediction accuracy based on the largest positive patch was higher for dsDNA binding prediction than for the ssRNA binding prediction (79% versus 76%.

Figure 1. A schematic description of the differential geometric model procedure. (A) As an input, a protein nucleic acid complex is obtained from the PDB. (B) The NA-binding interface (green) is extracted using Intervor http://cg.al.iria.fr/abs/Intervor/. (C) The Gaussian (K) and mean (H) curvatures of each point on the NA-binding interface is calculated with the IRIT software http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~irit/ and further assigned to a local geometric shape. (D) The distribution of the interface points relative to the different local geometric shapes is represented as a vector.
for DNA and RNA, respectively). These minor differences are in accordance with our previous observations, in which we found an overall lower overlap between the electrostatic patches and the real interfaces for RNA binding interfaces in comparison to DNA binding interfaces (16).

Combining differential geometry with electrostatic features

Electrostatic features were previously shown to predict NA binding proteins, distinguishing them from non-NA binding proteins (6,16). Nevertheless, the electrostatic features by themselves were not sufficient to tell apart DNA from RNA binding proteins (16). Here, we applied a machine learning approach, namely SVM, to distinguish automatically between dsDNA and ssRNA, combining the DG model attributes with the electrostatic features extracted from the largest positive patches of the proteins. Using a simple feature selection procedure (described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section), we selected the combination of parameters that best separate the data when applying a cross-validation test on the non-redundant ‘NAbind-77nr’ set. The final set of features was comprised of four DG features; five electrostatic features and one general property of the protein (see Supplementary Table S3). As noticeable, individually, each of the selected features did not show a highly significant difference between the dsDNA and an ssRNA
interfaces, however, combining the DG and electrostatic features achieved 83% accuracy with 0.82 AUC (Figure 4). As demonstrated in Figure 4, the latter results depicted by the solid black line are significantly higher than the best results achieved previously (60% and 0.62 for accuracy and AUC, respectively) with the electrostatic and protein features alone (gray line). A detailed summary of the SVM results is provided in Supplementary Table S2. To reassure that these results are not due to overfitting we tested our algorithm on an independent set of proteins. In the recent paper of Zhao et al. (25), they constructed a data set which contains 212 RNA binding and 311 DNA binding domains. From the latter data set we extracted a set of 193 RNA binding chains and 249 DNA binding chains. This data set included dsRNA binding proteins and ssDNA proteins as well proteins which bind as multimeric proteins. Nevertheless, when testing our SVM on the independent data 131 of the 193 RNA binding proteins (68%) were predicted correctly as RNA binding and 195 of 249 (78%) DNA binding proteins were predicted as DNA binding, with an overall 74% accuracy. When selecting the subset of proteins including only ssRNA binding and dsDNA binding proteins which bind as monomers we achieved an overall accuracy of 78% and an MCC value of 0.47 (14/18 predicted correctly as ssRNA binding proteins and 53/69 were predicted correctly as dsDNA binding proteins), similar to the results achieved on the ‘NAbind-130’ set (see Supplementary Table S2). Notably, in comparison to the method of Zhao et al. (25) our method is completely homology independent and thus can be applied ab-initio to proteins which have no fold similarity to the training set.

The differential geometry approach is not sensitive to conformational changes

Previous studies on DNA and RNA binding proteins have demonstrated that in the majority of cases, the NA binding interface does not undergo dramatic conformational changes (49,50). To further examine to what extent the differential geometry parameters of the NA binding interfaces change between the bound and unbound states of NA binding proteins, we extracted a set of 32 NA binding proteins for which their structures were available in the apo and holo states (see ‘Material and Methods’ section and Supplementary Data S1 for details). The distributions of surface points in the local geometry shapes were calculated independently for the interfaces of the bound states and their corresponding regions in the unbound states. Subsequently, the vectors were compared to each other using the Euclidian Distance metric, defined as the Correlation Score (CS). The heat map in Figure 5 illustrates the calculated normalized distances between the bound interfaces and unbound corresponding regions (all-against-all). As can be clearly noticed, the lowest CSs (highest correlations between vectors) are observed in the diagonal, demonstrating a very high similarity in the tested regions between the apo and holo states of the same protein. Interestingly, the lowest CSs between the apo and holo structures of the same protein were also obtained for pairs for which conformation changes upon binding are observed. As demonstrated in Supplementary Figure S3, we did not identify a correlation between the RMSD calculated between the bound and unbound proteins and the CSs calculated between the DG vectors of their binding interfaces (Pearson correlation −0.037). Furthermore, the lowest CSs were obtained in cases which were previously demonstrated to undergo a conformational change upon binding, as in the case of the human 8-oxoguanine glycosylase (8OG), which is responsible for the recognition and removal of damaged bases from DNA (PDB 1n3a). Albeit the evident conformational change the protein undergoes upon binding the DNA (51), we still found the interface of the bound protein (PDB 1ko9) most similar to the interface extracted from the unbound structure. Notably, in the case of 8OG, the interface of the bound structure was also correlated, though to a lesser extent, with the interface of the unbound structure of the human O(6)-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase (AGT), which possesses an HTH domain and is also involved in DNA repair, presumably without undergoing a conformational change (52). Overall the comparison between the DG vectors of proteins in the apo and holo states support that the DG method is robust to conformation changes which can occur upon ligand binding. To confirm that the DG method is powerful to predict the binding preference of a protein also in the unbound state we tested the interfaces extracted from the 32 unbound proteins. Consistent with the previous results, 78% of the proteins (25/32) in the unbound state
were predicted correctly as ssRNA or dsDNA binding proteins.

The zinc finger NA binding motif as a case study

Though all experiments described hitherto were applied on non-redundant data sets (filtered at the level of sequence and family), it is still possible that the differences observed between the two groups relate to the different composition of domains that characterize DNA versus RNA binding proteins. To further test whether the differences in geometric features are associated with the binding domain, we chose the zinc finger domain as a test case. The zinc finger domain is amongst the most abundant DNA binding domains in eukaryotes, found in 3% of the human genome genes (53). However, there is increasing evidence that many RNA binding proteins possess zinc finger domains, including the well-characterized Cys2His2 (C2H2) zinc finger motif, first discovered in the Xenopus transcription factor IIIA (41). Our ‘NAbind-130’ data included 12 zinc finger domains, eight known as DNA binding (solved in complex with DNA) and four known as RNA binding (solved in complex with RNA). As shown in Supplementary Table S4, using our novel method, 6/8 DNA binding domains were successfully predicted as DNA binding while 3/4 RNA binding domains were correctly predicted as RNA binding. We further expanded the data set including a redundant set of 89 zinc-finger domains from PDB. Among the 81 chains of zinc-finger domains annotated as DNA binding, 58 were predicted as
DNA binding (72%) and six of eight domains annotated as RNA binding were predicted correctly as RNA binding (75%) (see Supplementary Data S2). Quite incredibly, as demonstrated in Figure 6, fingers 1–3 of TFIIIA (PDB code: 1tf3) that bind DNA (promoter region of the 5S rRNA) (54) were predicted as DNA binding possessing a clear ‘DNA pattern’, while fingers 4–6 of the same protein (PDB code: 2hgh) that bind the 5S rRNA (56) were predicted correctly as RNA binding with a characteristic ‘RNA pattern’. Notably, very similar results were obtained when calculating the DG properties from the calculated binding interfaces and from the largest electrostatic patch extracted directly from the PDB files (data not shown). These results are highly encouraging, as all nine fingers of TFIIIA possess a classical C2H2 motif and can, by no means, be distinguished based on sequence or classical structural features.

**DISCUSSION**

Protein-NA recognition is central to various biological processes. Studying the underlining principle that guides these interactions is thus critical for understanding living cells. Despite many similar properties, DNA and RNA possess distinctive entities that are recognized differentially by specialized DNA and RNA binding proteins, respectively. DNA (specifically dsDNA) and RNA (specifically ssRNA) binding interfaces are thus expected to differ in their geometrical features consistent with the different nature of DNA and RNA (31). While the sequence and structural properties of DNA and RNA binding interfaces were extensively studied during the last decade (17–27), to date distinguishing between the DNA and RNA binding interfaces is still an enigma. In this study, we present a novel approach to characterize and classify binding interfaces on proteins, specifically dsDNA and ssRNA interfaces. The method is based primarily on the distribution of geometric surface properties, specifically the Gaussian and mean curvatures (39,40). The uniqueness of the method, which differs from classical methods for classifying protein surfaces (56–59), is that it does not consider the overall concavity of the surface but the variety of local geometric shapes that comprise the entire interface, as commonly used in other applications using DG, such as face recognition (37). Our results show that dsDNA and ssRNA binding interfaces are best distinguished by the high distribution of the valley local shape, which likely accommodate a double-stranded helix whereas the ssRNA binding interfaces are characterized by different local shapes, mainly ridge and peak as well as the valley shape. These results are consistent with the well-established classical notion of DNA being a rigid
double-helix molecule while the RNA, specifically ssRNA is much more flexible and dynamic.

A distinct differential geometry approach was used previously to dock small ligands to proteins (38). The advantage of the DG method introduced here over the previous method is that it does not rely on the surface complementarity between the ligand and the binding sites. More so, our method does not depend on either the specific dimension of the ligand (DNA/RNA) or the size of the protein domain and thus is suitable also for characterization of interfaces that bind larger ligands, such as DNA and RNA. In a recent study, Zhao et al. (25) have shown that they can distinguish RNA binding proteins from DNA-binding proteins with very high accuracy, using a structural-based homology approach. While our DG approach did not perform as well on the full-data set from Zhao et al. (25) which includes many dsRNA and ssDNA proteins, we obtained similar results to the results on our ‘NAbind-130’ data set when testing the subset of the data including only ssRNA and dsDNA. It is important to note that the method by Zhao et al. (25) strongly relies on the protein fold and does not attempt to either predict a new RNA or DNA binding domain which is not presented in the current databases or distinguish between the binding preference of domains which can bind both dsDNA and ssRNA, as in the case of the zinc-finger domain (53). During the years since the classical zinc finger motif was first discovered in 1985 by Sir Aaron Klug (41) it has become apparent that the different zinc-finger motifs, bind both DNA and RNA in a specific manner [reviewed in ref. (60)]. As we demonstrate for the well-characterized NA binding motif, C2H2 zinc finger, our method is completely independent of the protein fold and can successfully distinguish between DNA binding zinc-finger domains and those which bind RNA even within the same protein, as in the transcription factor TFIII A (41). To our knowledge, in spite of the extensive study of these domains (54), our DG approach is the first successful computational method to predict the binding preferences of zinc-finger domains for DNA versus RNA.

In addition to the power of the DG features to distinguish between DNA and RNA binding interfaces (specifically dsDNA versus ssRNA) a great advantage of the method is that it is not highly sensitive to conformational changes of the protein upon binding and could thus be applicable for de-novo prediction of the binding properties of a given protein. We show that by combining differential geometry parameters with electrostatic features, used in our previous studies for NA binding classification (6,16), the method successfully predicts whether a protein is a dsDNA or a ssRNA binding protein with a very high precision, regardless of the knowledge of the binding interface. Further investigation is required to test the applicability of the method to structural models of proteins for which their 3D structure is yet unavailable. Finally, we propose that the strength of our methods in recognizing fine-tuned differences on binding interfaces can make it applicable for many other molecular recognition problems, with potential implications for drug design.
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